
Brussels Motor 
Show 2019

Super Deals

Another year has passed…2019 is here! And what does a new year bring us? Indeed: our promotions 
for the Brussels Motor Show are back! This year, Alphabet has some nice promotions in store for you. 

Discover them below and place your order today!

Are you looking for a new utility 
car?

Take advantage of the following segment 
discounts on all orders placed within the 
framework of operational leasing:

B1 € 500
B2 & KO € 750
B3 & PI € 1000

Favourable AlphaRent Rates !

Occasionally as a Fleet Manager, you will need 
a car on a temporary basis. Thanks to the wide 
range of possibilities and numerous formulas 
offered by Alphabet’s AlphaRent, you can be 
assured of always having the most suitable  
solution within easy reach. Additionnally, your 
drivers will be able to enjoy attractive rates for 
every order placed for a AlphaRent vehicle within 
the framework of operational leasing. Contact 
your Mobility Consultant for more information.

Model in the spotlight Enjoy our exclusive discounts* on selected models.

€ 2000 discount**

Ranger

€ 1750 discount**

Transit Custom

Special offers valid for orders placed from 01/01/2019 to 28/02/2019 inclusive. All prices indicated are exclusive of VAT. Illustrations are not 
contractually binding. Valid in Belgium and Luxembourg. Special offers not valid for cafeteria plans or for customers benefiting from a special 
discount scheme. Get in touch with your usual Alphabet contact for the specific terms and conditions.

*Discounts on selected models are valid for all engine and body types. These discounts cannot be combined with segment discounts. 
**2 free locks against robbery



€ 2750 discount € 3000 discount**

Boxer (segment KO)

Special offers valid for orders placed from 01/01/2019 to 28/02/2019 inclusive. All prices indicated are exclusive of VAT. Illustrations are not 
contractually binding. Valid in Belgium and Luxembourg. Special offers not valid for cafeteria plans or for customers benefiting from a special 
discount scheme. Get in touch with your usual Alphabet contact for the specific terms and conditions.

€ 2100 discount** € 1300 discount**

Citan Combo

€ 2250 discount € 2500 discount**

Master (segment KO)

€ 2250 discount € 2250 discount**

Trafic (segment KO) Trafic (segment B2)

Boxer (segment B3)

Master (segment B3)


